Single TrAjectory Radial (STAR) imaging.
The number of MRI applications that use radial k-space data acquisition have been increasing because of their inherent robustness to motion-induced reconstruction image artifacts relative to Cartesian acquisition methods. However, images reconstructed from radial data are more prone to image degrading effects due to magnetic field inhomogeneities than images made from Cartesian data. Presented here is a method for acquiring several radial k-space data lines in one trajectory, the Single TrAjectory Radial, or STAR method, that is a variation of radial EPI. The STAR method allows for angular oversampling without the increase in imaging time that occurs with angularly oversampled single line imaging. It is shown that such oversampling potentially reduces the image degrading effect of magnetic field inhomogeneities so that the motion robust features of radial imaging may be realized in a segmented EPI approach.